
Specialty Classes Spring Break Round 4 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION-  

*If familiar with Google Classroom you may log on with your school email and 
join MFMS PE. You can find the class by using the code provided                                  
(Class Code: lxwh4yv). You will find a document where you can type in your 
completed workout charts. If unable to use google classroom, you can email 
completed charts to taylor.yoder@mfcsd.k12.oh.us * 

Complete an EMOM workout routine of your choice and record the repetitions/rounds in the chart 
provided below. Rest one to two days and complete another routine.  

EMOM: EMOM stands for Every Minute On the Minute. For the following workouts you will be 
completing a variety of exercises at the beginning of each minute, once the exercise(s) are completed, 
the remaining time left is a rest period. You will need a watch, stopwatch, clock, or cellphone to keep 
track of the time. (Example: Complete 5 pull-ups EMOM for 10 minutes [start your timer, complete five 
pull-ups, rest until timer hits 1 minute, complete five more pull-ups, rest until timer hits 2 minutes, 
complete 5 more pull-ups, etc.] *If you fail to complete all five pull-ups when the timer hits the start of a 
new minute, record the round you ended on) 

Workout 1- 12 minute EMOM 

• 10 second plank 
• 8 line jumps (over and back = 1 rep) 
• 6 cross body mountain climbers (right knee to left elbow, then left knee to right elbow = 1 rep) 

Cool Down: Standing Stretches for 5 minutes  

Workout 2- 15 minute EMOM 

• 3 lunges each leg 
• 3 squat jumps 
• 3 step ups each leg 
• 3 reverse lunges each leg 

Cool Down: Walk/Jog for 10 minutes 

Workout 3- As Long As You Can Go EMOM 

• Minute 1: 1 push up, 1 squat, 1 sit up 
• Minute 2: 2 push-ups, 2 squats, 2 sit ups 
• Minute 3: 3 push-ups, 3 squats, 3 sit ups 
• Minute 4: 4 push-ups, 4 squats, 4 sit ups 
•  Continue to add one repetition to each exercise every minute until you are unable to complete all exercises 

within the minute time…record how many minutes you are able to complete. 

Cool Down: Seated Stretching for 5 minutes 

Workout 4- Create your own EMOM routine. List the length for the workout (10-15 minutes), the exercises (3-5), 
how to complete them with proper form, and the amount of repetitions in the chart below. Record the 
repetitions/rounds that you were able to complete. Challenge a classmate or friend to attempt to beat your scores. 
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 In the space below record rounds/repetitions 
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MUSIC- 

1)  Listen to Mars: Bringer of War by Gustav Holst. (You can find it on youtube.) Listen to the entire piece 
of music. After you have listened, imagine you are writing a story for a movie producer. The movie 
producer has given you the music (Mars) and expects you to write the plot of the movie. 
 
2). Listen to music and find   
1. a song that makes you happy 
2. a song that makes you sad 
3. a song that makes you energetic 
 

GIFTED ENRICHMENT- 

Gifted enrichment opportunities can be accessed on the Google Classroom.  

To access the classroom: 

1. Access the internet 
2. Go to Google.com and click on Sign in in the top right corner 
3. Sign in using your school google account.  This is your mfcsd account. 

 first.lastname@mfcsd.k12.oh.us 

Example: barbie.mckeegan@mfcsd.k12.oh.us 

Your password is rid and then your lunch number              

rid(your lunch number here) 

4. Once you are logged in you need to Join the Classroom.  You will receive an email 
notification to join or you can click directly on the Classroom. You can get there by clicking 
on the waffle (square of squares) next to your initial in the top right corner.  Then click on 
Classroom. 

5. The Stream is where I will post announcements. 
6. Classwork is where you will be able to access enrichment activities. 

 
Email barbie.mckeegan@omeresa.net with any questions. 

COMPUTER LAB- 

• Visit code.org 

• Visit codeclub.org 

• Minecraft - *Those students who were participating in the Minecraft Contest, it is still on. Please 
use your mfsd.k12.oh.us email* 

Any questions can be sent to greg.steele@omeresa.net 
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ART- 

      In ProgressBook, students can find a lesson called Exploring Art; this lesson has a reading, as well as a 
quiz. Students can also email images of finished artwork to courtney.moore@omeresa.net. 
 
     Also, thank you to all of my students that have been turning in their work each week! I miss you all, and 
hope that you are healthy and happy; I hope to see you all soon! 
 
1. Create a Still Life 
- What supplies do I need to do for this project? 
       You will need a sheet of paper, as well as a pencil. If you have markers, colored pencils, sharpies, or crayons you  
       may use them for  this project. If you don’t have those extra supplies, that’s okay, just use a pencil! 
- What are the directions for this project? 
1. Get your paper ready and make sure your pencil is sharpened and ready to use! 
2. Find 3-5 objects in your home that you would like to draw. 
3. Arrange and draw the objects to the best of your ability. 
4. You may color in your artwork, or shade with a pencil, if you so choose.  
5. Research examples to help you with your drawing, shading or coloring! 

 
 
2. What is your favorite movie? 
- What supplies do I need to do for this project? 
       You will need a sheet of paper, as well as a pencil. If you have markers, colored pencils, sharpies, or crayons you  
       may use them for  this project. If you don’t have those extra supplies, that’s okay, just use a pencil! 
- What are the directions for this project? 
1. Get your paper ready and make sure your pencil is sharpened and ready to use! 
2. Choose a favorite movie, and draw either a character or a scene from that movie. 
3. Draw to the best of your ability, focus on trying to fill your paper with the character/scene. 
4. You may color in your artwork, or shade with a pencil, if you so choose.  
5. Research examples to help you with your drawing, shading or coloring! 
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